Resolution Honoring CAMPUT Executive Director Terry Rochefort

Whereas Terry Rochefort (referred to henceforth as Terry) will, in December, complete his service as Executive Director of CAMPUT;

Whereas Terry was in 2003 named as the first Executive Director of CAMPUT (back when CAMPUT was a functioning acronym) and has served with distinction since;

Whereas Terry has played a leading and essential role in building CAMPUT into the respected and vibrant organization it is today;

Whereas Terry has worked with great success to build today’s close ties between the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC) and CAMPUT and has continued to contribute to the success of bilateral exchanges between CAMPUT and NARUC;

Whereas Terry has been an active representative and promoted CAMPUT’s role in the International Confederation of Energy Regulators, an organization of 12 international regional regulatory associations;

Whereas Terry has demonstrated strong support for education and has been active in delivering and promoting CAMPUT’s annual course;

Whereas before assuming his role at CAMPUT, Terry had a distinguished career in regulation with the Canadian Radio and Telecommunications Commission, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and the National Energy Board of Canada;

Whereas Terry has devoted many hours to assisting in the organization of conferences and events for CAMPUT and the World Forum on Energy Regulation, assembling panel discussions on energy issues and using his extensive contacts to secure speakers who have enriched those events;

Whereas Terry has come a great distance from his small-town roots in Arnprior, Ontario, to become a rock guitar god who continues to attract legions of devoted, if aging, fans;

Whereas Terry is a licensed pilot whose real ambition is to fly the Bell 47 med-evac helicopters in the next remake of M*A*S*H, he is not known to engage in flights of fancy;

Whereas Terry is unique among Canadians in that he wears sweaters whenever the temperature drops below 25 degrees – Celsius; and

ESPECIALLY Whereas Terry had the enormous good sense and good fortune to marry Shona, who has become an institution at CAMPUT and NARUC in her own right, earning the well-deserved title of Ms. CAMPUT;

Whereas Terry and Shona are known throughout NARUC as people of exceptional graciousness and good humor, and
Whereas Terry is looking forward to a post-CAMPUT life of doting on his daughter Elise and his granddaughter Juliet, spending time on the golf course, and continuing to do as instructed by Shona; now, therefore be it

Resolved that the Board of Directors of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, convened at its Summer Policy Summit in Scottsdale, Arizona, extends its gratitude to Terry for his contributions to creating closer ties among utility regulators in the Western Hemisphere, and expresses its best wishes to Terry and Shona for happiness and success in their future endeavors.

Sponsored by the Committee on International Relations
Adopted by the Board of Directors July 18, 2018